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Whittaker vs Till 

Robert Whittaker is a former champ in the 
middleweight division, looking to earn himself a 
rematch against Israel Adesanya. He has good 
skills in every department, has unreal knockout 
power and creative strikes from both stances, and 
is as tough as anyone in the UFC, but where he 
excels is in takedown defense, and distanced 
striking. He’s comfortable when he’s able to stick 
and move, take his time. It’s tough to know how 
he’ll come into this fight, but he’s still young and 
he’ll be hungry following the relinquishment of his 
title by KO. Darren Till fights a similar style, 
exceeding when he can touch and go. The 
difference between his and Whittaker’s style is that 
Till utilizes a lot of outside leg kicks which I think 
will be a large part of his game plan in this fight. 
Both guys are good wrestlers but I doubt this will 
go to the ground. Both guys are also pretty 
confident in their clinch grappling, as they should 
be, but Till tends to be a little more vicious with his 

strikes there, especially his elbows. Both are younger 
guys but Whittaker has more octagon experience and a better resumé, two wins over 
Yoel Romero and a KO of Jacare Souza. Till has suffered a darce choke loss in a title 
fight to Tyron Woodley and was KO’d by Jorge Masvidal, but both fights happened at 
170 and Till looked great against Kelvin Gastellum in his only recent fight at 185, which 
is really his natural weight. This fight is a great matchup of similar styles, but with it 
being a five round fight, I think we’ll see some fireworks in the later rounds. This main 
event will not disappoint, Ultimately I think Whittaker’s pedigree gives him the 
advantage in the long run, and he has a chance to put Till to sleep and really make a 
statement that he’s still a title contender in this division.


Safe Pick:

Whittaker Moneyline -115


Confident Pick:

Over 4.5 rounds EV

Fight goes the distance

Whittaker by decision


Value Pick:

Whittaker by KO







Rua vs. Noguiera 

These fighters have a history going back to 
their days in Pride. In 2005 they had an 
absolute slugfest that Rua won by unanimous 
decision. It’s been 5 years since these two 
fighters last met, a UFC bout which Shogun 
Rua won by decision. Since then, Rua has 
had a pair of KO victories, a KO loss to 
Anthony Smith, and a draw with Paul Craig. 
Minotauro has also had a couple of KO wins 
and a couple of KO losses, beating Patrick 
Cummins and Sam Alvey, losing to Ryan 
Spann and Ryan Bader. Shogun loves to use 
lead leg kicks to set up counter jabs. Great 
body kicks, mean overhand right. He’s a BJJ 
black belt, and is not afraid to go to the 
ground. But neither is Nogueira, also a black 
belt. Shogun initiated the ground fighting in 
the first fight but was looking to do damage, 
not look for submissions. The real advantage 
for shogun in his 29-28 unanimous decision 
victory in the first rematch were his counters 
and his body kicks which Little Nog really 
didn’t defend. Neither fighter has shown too 
many signs of slowing down since their last 

fight, but neither has really looked all that 
improved. If anyone has, it’s Rua. Minotauro’s recent success has come when he can 
find KO’s and I’m sure he’ll look to pour it on early against Rua, but it’s extremely 
difficult to put him away. I think Rua weathers the storm and wins a unanimous 
decision


Safe Pick:

Rua Moneyline -185


Confident Pick:

Over 1.5 rounds -125


Long shot value play:

Noguiera by KO







Werdum vs. Gustaffson  

These two once sparred together during 
one of Gustafsson’s camps and, 
according to him, he beat Werdum badly 
and broke his nose. That’s not really 
relevant, just a funny story from media 
day. This fight between the two veterans is 
interesting for a number of reasons. 
Fabricio Verdum is arguably the greatest 
heavyweight submission artist in UFC 
history and a former champion, losing his 
title to Stipe Miocic in 2016 and not 
looking like much of a threat to take it 
back since. Gustafsson is an advanced 
striker, fighting his first ever bout at 
heavyweight, following a 2nd unsuccessful 
challenge of Jon Jones’ light heavyweight 
title and a submission loss to Anthony 
Smith. Gustaffson is a heavy favorite 
which makes sense. Gustafsson fights a 
somewhat similar style to that of 
Alexander Volkov who Werdum struggled 
against in a KO loss despite a fast start. 
Werdum exceeds on the ground but 
Volkov was able to use his length in full 
guard to keep himself protected and 
weather the storms before he could find 
ways back to his feet and pick Werdum 
apart from the outside, very similar to 
Gustafsson’s style but Gustaffson likes to 

pick spots to trade shots in the pocket despite his perennial reach advantage. 
Gustafsson will also have a height and reach advantage over Verdum, the only real 
question is whether Gustafsson will be able to stay off the ground and/or survive and 
get back to his feet. Werdum is an absolute python with his submissions, which he has 
used as a threat to set up his ground strikes in his recent fights, but he’s always looking 
for armbars and chokes. In Gustaffson’s last fight, he was possibly a bit too confident 
in his ground game and fell victim to a rear naked choke by BJJ black belt Anthony 
Smith. If Gustafsson can stay off the ground or maintain his guard on the ground he 
should have the advantage in this fight, and I think he’ll stay on his feet just fine. The 3-
round structure plays into Gustafsson’s advantage and he’ll likely try to apply pressure 
early. I think the most likely result here is Gustafsson by decision but don’t be surprised 
if Werdum taps him.


Safe Pick:

Over 2.5 rounds +105




Confident picks:

Fight goes the distance

Gustafsson by Decision


Value Play

Werdum by submission





Esparza vs. Rodriguez 

Carla Esparza has been hanging around 
the top 10 since losing her briefly held 
strawweight title to Joanna Jędrzejczyk 
but she’s shown a huge improvement in 
her striking. She’s shown some 
weakness against stronger wrestlers 
(Claudia Gadelha & Tatiana Suarez) but 
has had some excellent takedowns and 
done some good ground work in other 
fights. She does have impressive rear 
naked choke wins over Rose Namajunas 
and Angie Hill on her record. Her 
takedown defense is definitely the 
weakest part of her game. Cookie 
Monster is on a 3-fight win streak, but 
the up & coming Marina Rodriguez has 
yet to suffer a loss as a professional 
(12-0-2.) She’s s 2-0-2 in her first three 
UFC bouts and is looking to climb the 
strawweight rankings. Marina is 
significantly taller and benefits from a 2 
inch reach advantage in this fight. She’s 
a confident striker who loves to throw 
wild Muay Thai combos that do some 
damage when they do land. She pieced 
up Randa Markos pretty well in her UFC 
debut but the fight was called a draw, 
likely because of Markos’ takedowns and 

control time in the early rounds. I think Carla Esparza would be wise to do the same 
and work her ground and pound. If I were her I wouldn’t want to stand and swing with 
Marina Rodriguez, she’s a volume striker and this chick can throw bombs. Her elbows 
and knees in the clinch are nasty, and she throws mean body and leg kicks from the 
outside. She’s also showcased some better takedown defense since her debut. 
Personally I consider her 4-0 in her UFC career, she dominated most of the fight 



against both Markos and Calvino which were both called draws. I think this will be a 
great bout but ultimately Rodriguez is beginning to mature as a fighter and it’s now her 
time to shake up the rankings and make yet another dangerous addition to the group 
of women’s flyweight contenders. I think most of her work will come in the clinch and 
she’ll be able to minimize the time this fight is on the ground. 


Safe Pick:

Rodriguez moneyline -175

Fight goes the distance 


Value Pick:

Rodriguez by decision


Long Shot Value Pick:

Draw




Craig vs. Antigulov 

Paul Craig is 3-4-1 in the UFC and his career has 
been an absolute roller coaster. Only one fight in 
his career has gone the distance, his most recent 
fight, a majority draw with Shogun Rua. His other 
fights include 3 submission wins, two by triangle 
choke and one by rear naked, and 4 losses, 3 by 
KO and one by Kimura. He has a questionable 
chin, sub-par wrestling and poor skills in the 
clinch. His best strike is either his lead head kick 
or his lead side kick which he’ll likely be able to 
time up due to his reach advantage in this one. He 
has a pretty good jab and should fight behind it 
but doesn’t, and has shown some creative 
kickboxing but he doesn’t defend himself well on 
his feet. his takedown skills are average but he’s 
shown to be most dangerous from his back. 
Antigulov is another submission specialist who 
went 17 professional fights before having one go 
to decision- 13 submission wins 2 submission 
losses and 2 KO losses. He’s since added 4 
submission wins (2 in the UFC) 2 wins by KO, and 
his two most recent fights have been UFC KO 

losses. I don’t see too many ways this fight goes the distance. Antigulov is more 
aggressive and all four of his UFC bouts have ended within the first round. He gets 
busy quickly, usually throwing a few strikes before trying to get to the ground within the 
first minute. He’s constantly looking for submissions and has a wide variety of them. 



He takes a lot of damage on the way in but I don’t see that being a problem against 
Craig who doesn’t possess a lot of power. This fight is going to be a grapplers delight, 
and someone is getting tapped. In my opinion, it’ll be Craig. Antigulov has already 
submitted a black belt (Craig is a BJJ brown belt) in his career, his wrestling skills are 
superior to Craig’s, as is his pace, ground striking and Jiu Jitsu. I like Antigulov to find a 
submission in either the 1st or 2nd round


Safe Picks:

Antigulov ML +105

Inside the distance


Value Picks:

Antigulov by sub

Under 1.5 rounds -105


Long shot value pick:

Fight to end in first round




Oliveira vs. Sobotta 

Alex Oliveira is 10-6 in the UFC and his 
professional record is littered with finishes. He’s 
got great takedown skills and is a pretty strong 
grappler and striker. He loves to use spinning 
kicks especially to the body. He’s strong 
positionally against the fence and throws 
damaging strikes in the clinch. One of my favorite 
things about his striking is the way he times exit 
shots upon breaking the clinch and when 
stepping away from close exchanges. He always 
seems to hit a follow up shot whether or not he 
wins the exchange. He has an excellent sense of 
range and timing (see: his uppercut KO against 
Ryan LaFlare.) Though a lot of his wins are 
finishes, he has great conditioning and can keep a 
great pace for 3 rounds. His striking style does 
leave him open to damage against more 
advanced strikers, but he’s got one hell of a chin. 
Sobotta is a BJJ black belt and naturally a 
submission specialist, but has good Muay Thai 
skills and utilizes kicks to manage distance, much 
like Oliveira. Sobotta is extremely skilled on the 

ground and transitions smoothly between 
positions. On his feet he possesses a lot of power. In each of his last two wins, he 



scored a knockdown within the first minute. A huge sign of his maturity as a fighter is 
his ability to know when to press for the KO and when to pull back and conserve, he 
picks his spots extremely well. These fighters are pretty evenly matched and I don’t 
think the odds reflect that. Honestly I think this one has FOTN potential. I don’t think it’s 
likely that this goes the distance, but it very well could. I think a fight on the ground 
isn’t beneficial for Oliveira, who would probably rather stand and swing since he’s the 
more advanced striker, but I don’t think his takedown defense or getup skills are strong 
enough to hang with Sobotta the full three rounds. 


Safe Pick:

Fight ends inside the distance


Confident Pick:

Sobotta moneyline +140

Under 2.5 rounds -105


Value pick:

Sobotta by submission


Long shot value pick:

Sobotta by KO




Chimaev vs. McKee 

Two young and little known fighters in this one 
both looking to make a name for themselves in 
their first appearances on a main card. McKee 
is making his UFC debut. McKee is a powerful 
striker who picks his spots rather than throwing 
volume strikes. He fights behind his jab, throws 
and checks leg kicks well. He doesn’t prefer to 
fight from the ground but has pulled 3 
submission wins in his professional career. The 
problem with that, is that this fight is going to 
the ground whether he wants it to or not. 
Khazmat Chimaev is a ground & pound 
machine, an absolute freak of nature on the 
ground, modeling his style in the mold of 
Khabib Nurmagomedov. He has elite wrestling 
and top control skills, finds lanes to land vicious 
shots in top mount, and has basically beaten 
each his opponents until they go to sleep. If 
they don’t, he puts them to sleep with his 
chokes. He’s 7-0 as a professional, every fight 
has been finished, most recently John Phillips in 



Chimaev’s UFC debut just two weeks ago. This guy is going to establish himself as an 
upcoming problem in the welterweight division. This will be an early finish, either by 
choke or KO. 


Safe pick:

Inside the distance


Confident picks:

Chimaev by submission

Under 1.5 rounds -215


Value picks:

Chimaev by KO

Fight ends in the first round



